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Classic magic eight ball answers

This article requires additional citations for verification. Improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Uns supplied materials can be challenged and removed. Find Source: Magic 8 Ball – News · Newspaper · Books · Scholar · JSTOR (September 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Magic 8 Ball Magic 8 Ball.TypeNobelty Toybader(s)Albert C. Carterae
BookmanCompany MartellBai1950-PresentPlastic Alcoholic Blue Dye Official WebsiteMagic 8 Ball is a plastic sphere made to look like 8 balls. It was invented in 1950 by Albert C. Carter and Abe Bookman and is now manufactured by Mattel. The user asks the ball a yes-no question and then flips it over to reveal the answer in the ball's window. The functional component of the Origin Magic 8 ball was
invented by Albert C. Carter, who was inspired by the mental writing device used by his mother Mary, Cincinnati Claire. When Carter approached store owner Max Levinson about the device stockings, Levinson called Levinson's older brother, Abe Bookman, to graduate from the Ohio Institute of Epidemiology. In 1944, Carter filed a patent for a cylindrical device, combining Bookman, Levinson, and the
founder's names Albert and Abe in 1946 and assigning them to another partner who signed with AlaveCraft, Inc. Alave sold and sold cylinders as syco slates. Carter died sometime before being granted a patent in 1948. Bookman improved his syco slate, and in 1948 he was surrounded by iridescent crystal balls. Although unsuccessful, the revamped product caught the attention of Chicago's Brunswick
billiards, which in 1950 commissioned Alavecraft to create a version in the form of a traditional black-and-white eight-ball. [2] This was probably inspired by a gag from the 1940 Three-Stuzi short film You Nazty Spy!. [3] Design and use magic is one of the possible responses of 8 balls. The Magic 8 Ball is a hollow plastic sphere similar to a black and white 8 ball. The standard size is larger than a regular pool
ball, but it is made in various sizes. Inside the ball is a white plastic ikosahedron die floating in a dark blue with alcohol staining of approximately 100 mL in a cylindrical reservoir. Die's 20 facial angle has positive, negative or non-commentary statements printed on the letter filed. These messages are read through a window at the bottom of the ball. To use the ball, you must initially keep the window facing
down so that the die can float within the cylinder. After asking the ball a yes-no question, the user turns the ball towards the window. The die floats at the top, and one side taps into the window. The raised character displaces the blue liquid, causing the message to be displayed as a white character on a blue background. Most users shake the ball before turning it straight, but the instructions warn against
doing so to avoid white foam. Many You can find entertainment with this device. Since its release, it has steadily become popular as a popular item. The Magic 8 ball almost made a difference, but in 1975 the new owner, the ideal toy company, solved the bubble problem. [4] Their patented bubble-free die agitator rerouted the air trapped inside with an inverted funnel. The solution has been in use ever
since. Possible Answers Standard Magic 8 Ball has 10 positive answers (●), 5 non-commit answers (●), and 5 negative answers (●). ● I'm sure. ● It certainly does. ● Without a doubt. ● Yes – definitely. ● You can rely on it. ● As I can see it, yes. ● Most likely. ● Good views. ● Yes. ● Signs point to yes. ● Hazy reply, try again. ● Ask again later. ● It is better not to speak now. ● Unpredictable right now. ●
Concentrate and ask again. ● Don't resort to it. ● My answer is no. ● My source is no. ● The outlook is not so good. ● Very suspicious. Also see Flipism Divinity Patent U.S. Patent 2,452,730 - Liquid Fill Dice Stirrer ca. 1944 U.S. Patent 3,119,621 - Liquid-filled die agitator dies that have raised Indasia on its side, 1962 U.S. Patent 3,168,315 - Amusement device ca. Magic 8 ball (1946) of the Alave craft.
ToyTales.ca. ^ Walsh, Team (2004). Playmaker: The Amazing Origins of Timeless Toys, pp. 94-5. Key Publishing, Sarasota. ISBN 0-9646973-4-3. ^ Minichiello, Mia (2015). Great dictator (movie). Salem Press Encyclopedia. Salem Press. ^ Today found out. Today I found out. External link Bulgashima Method 8 ball disclosure!. The world of ebaum. It was found on September 24, 2017. date: May 20, 2020
Author: Team Book In short, Magic 8 Ball Online is a lucky tool that entered popular culture as a game or novelty item. It has a real billiard ball in mind, black, shiny, round, features the number 8, and a circular section where you can see the answer. If you are familiar with full games, you can easily recognize them as huge versions. It provides answers and predictions for questions you can throw at it, but
these responses may or may not be true. In fact, some of the returns are intentionally ambiguous and allow users to create their own thoughts about what may or may not happen. The modern online Magic 8 ball is made of plastic and filled with dark colored liquid. This is a similar little implementation that can be seen through a round hole on its side (as opposed to where you expect to find the number 8)
and floats in the middle. Other responses are printed on the side of this die, but it's a mediocre die- some may give up 20 different feedbacks. Shake the entire device, the die rotates, and when the die settles, it is plodonged to the position of the window, revealing the answer. 8 balls of all magic It is shown below. To find the correct response, it is sorted into three groups. Positive, neutral and negative.10
Positive Answers5 Neutral Answers5 Negative AnswersIt is certain. Hazy answer, try again. Don't count on it. It certainly does. Ask again later. My answer is no. Admittedly. Better not tell you now. My source says no. Yes -- definitely. It's unpredictable right now. The views are not very good. You can rely on it. Focus and ask again. Very suspicious. As I can see it, yes. Most likely. Good views. Yes, signs
point to yes. The standard Magic 8 ball has 20 answers, all engraved on 20 white plastic dies. The die itself floats in a blue liquid, which gives the effect of an answer that appears slowly when seen through a window. However, the number of answers varied throughout the history of the device. In the original version, two six-side dice were used to provide a response. This totaled 12 possible answers. The
first major revision reduced this to a single die, which made it possible to do only six answers. Further revisions changed the design significantly, and gave us 20 answers that we know. Online Magic 8 balls are more positive than negative, while it offers ten positive answers, while 5 negatives. The other five suggest asking for results or uncertainty later. This is intentional, and provides a better experience
when using 8 balls – no one would want to use it if all responses consistently are negative. The general concept of magic 8 ball is a form of entertainment, so leaving you with a good feeling is the best way to make you want to come back for more. So does it make a difference to Andy having a classic, original Magic eight ball toy vs. online Magic 8 ball? The short answer is no. The online Magic 8 ball has
the same result as the Magic 8 ball. It is incredibly random and based on the RNG algorithm. However; If you want to know if these results are truly random, think carefully and ask questions only once. There is a general understanding that if you put the same question multiple times, the results will change and you will not experience the same results. Toys are made on the production line in the same way
that many other toys are made. It is currently made from an assortment of plastics and contains a mysterious blue liquid. How it came together and got to work must have been a bit of a mystery to you by now. To understand how it merges, you need to look at the history of development. The original design was a long tube-filled blue gouff split in the middle with a six-side die at both ends. Turning the
gadget upside down, the die floated to the top and a small window would allow one side to be seen, with a different message engraved on each side of the die. Flipping back, the user could see the answer that would appear at the opposite end. Modern Magic 8 Ball Online works in a very similar way. The round sphere is actually just a shell with an inner tube. Unlike the original, this tube has one seeing
end, but the important part to note is that the whole is not filled with aqua - it is just to include this tube. In this day and age, there are not enough options, so the standard includes 20 dies known as icosahedron. The sphere has a border, and each side is triangular. The whole die was made of white plastic and i'd have a white letter to mark the answer. Dies are evenly weighted and are as likely to appear as
other options. The original tool was patented in the 1940s and was known as a liquid-filled dice agitator, which is exactly what it is today. When the sphere is shaken or moved, the die will be stirred in the liquid and float upwards. There are some significant changes since the initial offering. One of the biggest problems of the initial model (and the most complained about) is that it can shake the device and
result in bubbles forming in the liquid. According to some sources, shaking is not the need to get different results; You can do it with just a small movie on your wrist. Because shaking was common, bubble problems were also very common. There is a hole in the die to allow blue dye and alcohol to enter. This is why the die view floats very slowly in the window, very slightly buoyancy, so die. The dark dye is
no longer thick and mysterious, and the die does not float well. If you watch the video for the Magic 8 ball, the original idea for the toy's predecessor dates back to a man named Alfred Carter, whose mother was a celestial and fortune teller. She claimed she could communicate with ghosts. It would later be used as a marketing ploy and decorated with zodiac signs and demonstrated in stores by gypsy
fortune tellers. New look, low price, and small size. People always find stories of interesting mythical things - perhaps because as humans we tend to be attracted to myths and the unknown. With that in mind, it's no surprise that the world has been caught in a storm by the stories surrounding the classic Uyza board and magic 8-ball fortune teller. The Magic 8 ball was based on Mary Carter, a Cincinnati
perforated man in the 1940s. The success and growth of sales continued, and in 1971 AlaveCraft was purchased by Ideal Toys.Between 1982 and 1985, CBS bought and sold more to View Master. The view master, known for its 3D image viewer and Magna-Doodlo, was bought one after the other by Taiko Toyz in 1989. Tyco was sold to Mattel, the manufacturer of the current product. For the original
inventor, the sale of modern toys would be an absolute delight - about 1 million Magic 8 balls are sold annually. Not bad for a toy based on the idea of a celestial body using a box of tricks!NB. Mattel Inc. is not affiliated. Or Magic-8ball.com owner. Using this online toy, you agree to do so at your own risk. The Magic 8 ball is a hollow sphere made of plastic and printed to look like 8 balls in a billiards game. It
is filled with a dark blue or black liquid, usually alcohol includes one 20 sides. Instead of numbers on the die, the sides are printed with a variety of yes, no, and maybe typed answers. The magic 8 balls appear to be filled with a completely dark liquid, but they actually consist around a much smaller cylinder where the fluid and the answer die. The repository is located on a sphere. This gives the die a much
smaller area to move and after shaking it will make sure it settles at the bottom of the ball. The Modern Magic 8 ball has a total of 20 answers. These answers are printed on a 20-side die and raised to stand out for the liquid. The answers are skewed to yes, with 10 faces with positive answers, 5 with negative answers, and 5 ambiguous or maybe answered. Magic 8 Ball can provide one of 20 answers.
Each answer is printed on one side of a 20-side die. When the ball is shaken, the die floats in a blue liquid and settles on the floor. It becomes one of the options listed at the top of the document. There is a cylinder inside the black sphere, the traditional façade of the magical 8 ball. This plastic cylinder contains alcohol, and the blue dye is dissolved. Floating in alcohol is a 20-side die. The patented magic 8-
ball proverb is printed on Dai's face. Some people assume that the entire magic 8 ball is filled with blue liquid, but the black plastic on the exterior is a thick hard barrier around the cylinder that usually contains a die that speaks of liquid and property. The cylinder is equipped with a mechanism to prevent foaming of liquids. The inside of the magic 8 ball has twenty sides. This type of die is called ikosahedron
and consists of 20 eeconsorm triangles. The blue stuff inside the magic 8 ball is an alcohol solution dyed with blue dye. The most common size of the magic 8 ball has about 100 ml of liquid and is contained inside a cylinder superimposed inside a black sphere that makes up the appearance of the ball. The liquid inside the Magic 8 ball is alcohol dyed blue. The alcohol and dye mixture is more viscosityy
than water and dye, allowing the lucky die to float a little instead of dropping the ball immediately on the floor. Opening the Magic 8 ball is not recommended. However, here's how to do it: Pry open the seam around the equator of the ball with a knife or screwdriver. Take off the bubble trap with a knife or driver. The magical 8 ball as we know it was invented in 1950, but its origins are almost stretched back.
In the early 20th century, celestial bodies used a blackboard in an airtight box. Patrons ask questions, and spirits probably write answers on the board. The son of a celestial body, Albert C. Carter, created the first version of the magical eight-ball in 1944, which had the idea of random answers provided by something locked in a sealed container. The idea then added a black 8 ball style licensed to billiards
companies. The magic 8 ball works like this: the user grabs the ball and thinks yes or no question. Then shake the ball to stir the printed die floating in the dark blue liquid inside the ball. When the shaking stops, the die settles at the bottom of the ball, revealing a yes, no or ambiguous answer. Answer.
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